Faculty Tech Contacts (FTCs)  

AY 2012-2013 alternating Tuesday=Wednesday meetings  
at 2125 Commonwealth Ave (IDEs, Creagh Research Library, Brighton Campus),  
17-18+h (5–6+pm)  

Spring meetings: Tue 29 January, Wed 20 February, Tue 19 March, Wed 24 April, Tue 14 May  

Joseph R. (Joe) **Burdo**  
alternate: Clare **O’Connor**  

Dunwei **Wang**  

Brigitte **Libby**  
alternate: Dia **Philippides**  

William E. **Stanwood**  
alternate: Donald **Fishman**  

Hao **Jiang**  

Christopher (Kit) **Baum**  

James D **Wallace**  

Sheila E. **Gallagher**  

Rudolph (Rudi) **Hon**  

Michael **Resler**  

Marilynn (Lynn) **Johnson**  

Timothy A **Duket**  

Rob **Gross**  

Thomas Oboe **Lee**  

—tba—  

Michael **Graf**  
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Kenji Hayao
alternate: David Hopkins

Ehri Ryu

Stephen Bold

Michael J Connolly

Sharlene Hesse-Biber

Crystal Tiala

Jeffrey Cooley

Michael Mitsukawa

William Griffith

Amy Ryan
alternate: Alec Peck

Amy Smith

Stephanie Berzin

Dominic Doyle
alternate: Catherine (Cathy) Mooney

Kevin Kidd

Administrative liaisons:
Rita R Owens

Barry Schaudt

Scott Cann

Political Science (PO)
hayao@bc.edu
hopkindb@bc.edu

Psychology (PS)
ryueh@bc.edu

Romance Languages & Literatures (RL)
bold@bc.edu

Slavic & Eastern Languages (SL)
cnnmj@bc.edu

Sociology (SC)
hesse@bc.edu

Theatre (CT)
tiala@bc.edu

Theology (PL)
cooleyje@bc.edu

Law (LL)
mitsukaw@bc.edu

Management (MI)
griff@bc.edu

Education (ED)
ryanb@bc.edu

Nursing (NU)
smithban@bc.edu, amy.smith.9@bc.edu

Social Work (SW)
berzin@bc.edu

Theology & Ministry (TM)
doleyda@bc.edu

Library (Systems)
kiddk@bc.edu

Academic Technology (Provost)
long@bc.edu

Research Services / Faculty Liaison (ITS)
schaudt@bc.edu

Support Services (ITS)
canns@bc.edu